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Reviewer's report:

Major Compulsory Revisions
1. The data has less power for the study and need to be strengthened with percentage values than just the use of the words many, some and few based on one, two or three narratives from participants.

Minor Essential Revision
1. Department of Health (DH)’s should written Department of Health (DH) and be separated from Maternal and Child Health Centres (MCHCs) with a comma (,)
2. Is pA/H1N1 different from A/H1N1? Need to clarify or show consistency
3. In table Age should be written Age (y); Birth of Place should be written as Birth Place or Place of Birth; Children's age (range) should be written as Children's age range (m, y)
4. In table for Code IM4, Children's age range 14-15y does not represent study design and sampling

Discretionary Revision
1. Abbreviations defined in writting need not be stated again
2. HKSAR can be defined
3. In abstract conclusion, "help to inform" can be written "will help inform"
4. From the introduction, in paragraph 4, the statement having "principally" can end at the word "making". You can start as "Principally are"
5. In same paragraph 4, "even fewer" can be written "only fewer"
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Quality of written English: Acceptable

Statistical review: No, the manuscript does not need to be seen by a statistician.
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